Missing by Schadenfreude

Puzzle

Instructions

When the answers have been entered there will be some empty cells. Solvers must fill these with a missing name and alter the contents of ten other cells to reveal two locations. The altered letters spell an associated name. Numbers in brackets give the lengths of final grid entries which are all real words or phrases.

ACROSS
1  Genuinely reduced increase for William (3)
3  Find fault with swimmer (5)
7  Silly prince lives in Australian hotel (5)
11  Weighty American coin (8)
12  Crooner’s pocketing soft Sheila’s redundancy pay (5)
14  Balanced measure? Not quite (4)
16  Canals join it in places (7)
17  Workers’ association conservative quits political alliance (5)
18  Alarm off outside base (4)
19  Note penned by educated American football player (4)
21  Arab probing for a source of edible rootstock (4)
22  Goddess bolstering prince is violent (5)
24  "Son" remains a form of address in New York (4)
25 Run round eastern coastline feature of the Northern Isles (3)
26 Half of moth’s inverted part of wing (4)
27 Centrepiece is removed from green hub (5)
29 Poor poet’s mother appears after noon (4)
31 Second-class unopened letter from abroad (3)
33 Block up river in the morning (4)
35 Holiday accommodation poorly situated in west facing avenue (5)
36 Prepared payment demand for the auditor (4)
37 Veronica may be greeted by this penniless European (4)
39 Heartless cardinal received as a visitor (4)
40 Mike and Charlie together act as host (5)
41 Strengthen nigh on perfect member’s capacity (7)
44 A tree metres away from stable (4)
45 I say you left after five to eleven (5)
46 Female in charge seduced into romance (8)
47 Safe bridge crossed by a lord (5)
48 Juliet’s follower is overcome by Malcolm’s very good drink (5)
49 Edmund’s country wife missing from Hebridean town lane (3)

DOWN
1 Money taken away from mean unpaid worker (4)
2 Short instrument attached to a length of transparent membrane (7)
3 Section removed from unusual crease in grey matter (7)
4 Worship god with difficulty at the front (5)
5 Country game supported by keen enthusiast out of college (7)
6 Poseurs expected to be rampant in steamer after end of trip (6)
7 It advanced about 100 minutes (4)
8 Sullen local bits making passes in East London (6)
9 Ball son originally put in this place (6)
10 Husband definitely not returning love? (3)
13 Inactivity shown by male victim of Sikes (9)
15 Coach departed from one side of the platform (9, 2 words)
20 Capital that is invested in potential unit (4)
23 Winged insect is evidently dropping dead crossing France (8)
28 Canopies are left abandoned in Roman road (7)
29 Girl missing Sweden and ship’s officer make an unsuitable couple (7)
30 A ground rule applied to component of some seeds (7)
32 Primitive instrument for mobile sex worker (6)
33 Midshipman’s left for female highland dancer (6)
34 They symbolise test conditions (6)
38 Fine English strain (5)
42 Secure German or Austrian province (4)
43 One verse primarily aimed at all Scots (3)
Entry information

All entries to be received by 27 January 2017

Please send completed crosswords:

- by post to CAM 79 Prize Crossword, University of Cambridge, 1 Quayside, Bridge Street, Cambridge, CB5 8AB
- online at alumni.cam.ac.uk/crossword
- by email to cameditor@alumni.cam.ac.uk

The first correct entry drawn will receive £75 of vouchers to spend on Cambridge University Press publications and a copy of Colour: The Art and Science of Illuminated Manuscripts (Paperback, Harvey Miller, £30). Edited by Stella Panayotova, this beautifully illustrated catalogue accompanies the Fitzwilliam Museum’s bicentenary exhibition, which runs until 2 January 2017.

Two runners-up will also receive £50 to spend on CUP publications.

Solutions and winners will be printed in CAM 80 and posted online at alumni.cam.ac.uk/magazine on 10 February 2017.